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Abstract: The paradigm of model-based software development has become more and more popular, since it promises an increase in the efficiency and quality of software development. Following this paradigm, models become primary artifacts in the software development process where quality assurance of the overall software product considerably relies on the quality assurance of involved software models. In this paper, we concentrate on the syntactical dimension of model quality which is analyzed and improved by model metrics, model smells, and model refactorings. We propose an integration of these model quality assurance techniques in a predefined quality assurance process being motivated by specific industrial needs. By means of a small case study, we illustrate the model quality assurance techniques and discuss Eclipse-based tools which support the main tasks of the proposed model quality assurance process.

1 Introduction

In modern software development, models play an increasingly important role, since they promise more efficient software development of higher quality. It is sensible to address quality issues of artifacts in early software development phases already, for example the quality of the involved software models. Especially in model-driven software development where models are used directly for code generation, high code quality can be reached only if the quality of input models is already high.

In this paper, we consider a model quality assurance process which concentrates on the syntactical dimension of model quality. Syntactical quality aspects are all those which can be checked on the model syntax only. They include of course consistency with the language syntax definition, but also other aspects such as conceptual integrity using the same
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patterns and principles in similar situations and conformity with modeling conventions often specifically defined for software projects. In [FHR08], the authors present a taxonomy for software model quality distinguishing between inner and outer quality aspects of models. Inner quality aspects are concerned with a single model only. The consistency of a model, its conceptual integrity, and its conformity to standards are typical examples for inner quality aspects of models. Outer quality aspects are concerned with relations of a model to other artifacts of a software engineering process. The completeness of a design model wrt. to its analysis model on the one hand and to code on the other hand falls in this category of quality aspects. These and further quality aspects are discussed in [FHR08].

In the literature, typical syntactical quality assurance techniques for models are model metrics and refactorings, see e.g. [GPC05, SPLTJ01, MB08, Por03]. They origin from corresponding techniques for software code by lifting them to models. Especially class models are closely related to programmed class structures in object-oriented programming languages such as C++ and Java. For behavior models, the relation between models and code is less obvious. Furthermore, the concept of code smells can be lifted to models leading to model smells. Again code smells for class structures can be easily adapted to models, but smells of behavior models cannot directly deduced from code smells.

In this paper, we present a quality assurance process for syntactical model quality which can be adapted to specific project needs. It consists of two phases: First, project- and domain-specific quality checks and refactorings have to be specified which should be done before a software project starts. Model quality checks are formulated by model smells which can be specified by model metrics or anti-patterns. Thereafter, the specified quality assurance process can be applied to concrete software models by reporting all their model smells and applying model refactorings to erase at least some of the model smells found. However, we have to take into account that also new model smells can come in by refactorings. This check-improve cycle should be performed as long as needed to get a reasonable model quality. The process is supported by tools, i.e. model metrics reports, smell detection and the application of refactorings are supported by Eclipse plug-ins being based on the Eclipse Modeling Framework.

This paper is organized as follows: In the next section, the need for syntactical model quality assurance in industrial software development is motivated. In Section 3, we present a two-phase quality assurance process for syntactical model quality which can be adapted to specific project needs. In Section 4, we present Eclipse plug-ins EMF Metrics, EMF Smell, and EMF Refactor at a small example. Finally, related work is discussed and a conclusion is given.

2 The need for syntactic model quality assurance in industrial software development

A typical model-based software development project at Siemens covers between 10 - 100 developers. These developers use models in different ways, e.g. specifying the software architecture and design, using input for code implementation or getting information for
tests and test case generation. Often these developers are not on one site, e.g. architects are located in Germany and the implementers are located at a site in east Europe. In this case, models are an essential part of development communication and their quality influences the quality of the final product to a great extent. In addition, model-based software projects are often part of mechatronic systems with safety relevant parts. In these cases safety aspects must also be observed. Standards like the IEC 61508 requires that for a mechatronic system all intermediate results during the development process including software models must be of an appropriate quality.

At the moment the most commonly used modeling language is the UML. It is a very comprehensive and powerful language, but does not cover any particular method and comes without built-in semantics. On the one hand, this allows a flexible use but includes a high risk of misuse on the other hand. Without tailoring a project specific usage of UML before starting development, the practical experience showed that the created models can be difficult to understand or even misinterpreted. Detailed project-specific guidelines are very important therefore and their compliance must be enforced and controlled.

An essential aspect of modeling is the capability to consider a problem and its solution from different perspectives. The existence of different perspectives increases, however, the risk of inconsistencies within a model. To avoid large models and to deal with different organizational responsibilities, the model information is frequently split into a set of smaller models with relationships in between. Information contained in one model is reused (and probably more detailed) in other models. Consistency is therefore not only needed within a model, but also between a project-specific set of models. Unfortunately, the support of available UML modeling tools to prevent the user from modeling inconsistencies and to easily find contradictions is very limited. Often, parallel changes in one model cannot be avoided in development projects. A frequent reason for that is an established feature oriented software development process. Required subsequent merges can easily result in inconsistencies, especially since the merge functionality of most UML modeling tools is not satisfactory.

Since model-driven software development is not yet a well established method in industry, software development is often faced with the problem that at least a part of its project members have no or limited experience with modeling in general as well as with the modeling language used and its tools. This often leads to misuse such as modeling of unnecessary details on a higher abstraction level and removing of no longer needed model elements only from diagrams instead from the model. Especially at the beginning of a model-based project such problems should be identified as soon as possible to avoid that the misuse is copied by other modelers and to ensure that the effort to correct these problems is still low.

Unfortunately, the existing and established quality assurance methods document review and code inspection cannot be used one-to-one within model-based development. The manual review of models is very time consuming and error prone. Models cannot be reviewed in a sequential way because of the existence of links between its elements and to other models. To reduce the quality risks of models mentioned above and unburden the review effort, it is essential that each project defines a specific list of guidelines at the beginning of its model-based software development, derives syntactic checks from these guidelines and automates these checks by a tool.
3 The syntactical model quality assurance process

In this section we propose the definition and application of a structured model quality assurance process that can be used to address project-specific needs as described in the previous section. The approach uses already known model quality assurance techniques like model metrics, model smells, and model refactorings which are combined in an overall process for structured model quality assurance concerning syntactical model issues.

3.1 A two-phase model quality assurance process

As already mentioned, it is essential to define quality-related issues at the beginning of model-based software development. On the left side of Figure 1, we show how to define a model quality assurance process for a specific project. Firstly, it is required to determine those quality aspects which are important for project-specific software models. In the next step, static syntax checks for these quality aspects are defined. This is done by formulating questions that should lead to so-called model smells which hint to model parts that might violate a specific model quality aspect. Here, we adopt the Goal-Question-Metrics approach (GQM) that is widely used for defining measurable goals for quality and has been well established in practice [BCR94]. The formulated questions need answers which can be given by considering the model syntax only. Some of these answers can be based on metrics. Other questions may be better answered by considering patterns. Here, the project-specific process can reuse general metrics and smells as well as special metrics and smells specific for the intended modeling purpose.

Finally, a specified model smell serves as pre-condition of at least one model refactoring that can be used to restructure models in order to improve model quality aspects but appreciably not influence the semantics of the model. Since every model refactoring comes along with initial and final pre-conditions which have to be checked before respectively after user input, a mapping of a certain model smell to some initial pre-conditions might be a hint for using the corresponding refactoring in order to eliminate the smell.

During model-based software development, the defined quality assurance process can be applied as shown on the right side of Figure 1. For a first overview, a report on model
metrics might be helpful. Furthermore, a model has to be checked against the existence (respectively absence) of specified model smells. Each model smell found has to be interpreted in order to evaluate whether it should be eliminated by a suitable model refactoring or not. It is recommended that the process is supported by appropriate tools as presented in the next section.

3.2 Example case

Here, we describe a small example case for the proposed project-specific model quality assurance process. Please note that due to space limitations we concentrate on one quality aspect only. We also do not specify each process implementation issue in detail.

The quality aspect we consider in our example is **consistency**. This quality aspect has several facets. We concentrate on inner consistency wrt. the modeling language used and wrt. modeling guidelines to be used. The modeling language comprises at least class models and state machines. Example questions can be:

- Are there any elements not shown in any diagram of the model?
- Are there any cycles in the element dependency graph?
- Are there any equally named classes in different packages?
- Are there any abstract classes that are not specialized by at least one concrete class?
- Are there any attributes redefining other ones within the same inheritance hierarchy?
- Are there any state diagrams without initial or final state?

These questions can lead to the definition of the following model smells, partially known from literature: (1) *element not shown in diagram*, (2) *dependency cycle* [Mar02], (3) *multiple definitions of classes with equal names* [Lan07], (4) *no specification* [Rie96], (5) *attribute name overridden*, and (6) *missing initial/final state* [RQZ07].

As already mentioned, there are at least two different ways to check a quality aspect by model smells. One alternative is to define a metric-based model smell which can be evaluated on the model. In our case study, we can use metrics *NOCS* (number of concrete subclasses of a given class), *NOIS* (number of initial states of a given state diagram region), and *NOFS* (number of final states of a given state diagram region) to address model smells (4) and (6), for example. If any of these metrics is evaluated to zero in given model contexts, the corresponding smell is identified. The second alternative to define model smells is to specify an anti-pattern representing a pattern which should not occur. It is defined based on the abstract syntax of the modeling language. In our case study we use anti-patterns *Equally named classes*, *No concrete subclass*, and *Redefined attribute* to address model smells (3) - (5). Note that model smell (4) can be specified in both ways: using model metric *NOCS* or anti-pattern *No concrete subclass*, respectively. Figure 4 shows anti-pattern *No specification*.  
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In order to eliminate specific model smells, corresponding model refactorings have to be specified. To address smells *Multiple definition of classes with equal names* and *No specification* of our example, we can use the well-known model refactorings *Rename Class* and *Insert Subclass*, respectively. Of course, it is very important to consider all possible effects of a specific model refactoring ahead of its application.

4 Tool support

Since a manual model review is very time consuming and error prone, it is essential to automate the tasks of the proposed model quality assurance process as effectively as possible. Therefore, we implemented three tools supporting the included techniques, metrics, smells, and refactorings (MSR) for models based on the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [EMF], a common open source technology in model-based software development.

Each tool consists of two independent components. The *generation module* addresses project managers respectively project staff who are responsible for the definition of the project-specific model quality assurance process. Project-specific metrics, smells, and refactorings are defined with a specific modeling language specified by an EMF model. The second component of each tool supports the *application* of the specified MSR tools using the Java code produced by the generation module.

MSR tools can be specified by implementing metrics, smells and refactorings directly in Java or by using a model transformation tool such as Henshin [Hen], a new approach for in-place transformations of EMF models [ABJ+10]. Henshin uses pattern-based rules which can be structured into nested transformation units with well-defined operational semantics. We implemented a number of metrics, smells, and refactorings for EMF-UML models. In the following we shortly present the Eclipse plug-ins *EMF Metrics*, *EMF Smell*, and *EMF Refactor*.

4.1 EMF Metrics

Using the *EMF Metrics* prototype, metrics can be defined and calculated with specific EMF-based models. When defining a new metric, the context of the metric has to be specified, i.e. the meta model given by its *NamespaceUri* as well as the model element type (e.g. *UML::Class*) to which the metric shall be applied. The prototype supports two distinct methods for defining new metrics. They are either defined directly by model transformations or two existing metrics are combined using an arithmetic operation.

Figure 2 shows the Henshin rule defining UML model metric *NOCS* (see previous section) specified on the abstract syntax of UML. *EMF Metrics* uses this rule to find matches in a concrete UML model. Starting from node *selectedEObject* of type *Class* being the context element, the Henshin interpreter returns the total number of matches that can be found in the model. This number represents the value of the corresponding model metric.
4.2 EMF Smell

Similarly to EMF Metrics, EMF Smell consists of a generation and an application module. In the generation module, model smells can be specified using Henshin rules in order to define anti-patterns. There is no context that has to be specified because the anti-pattern has to be identified along the entire model. Of course, the modeling language has to be referred to. The definition of smells based on metrics is up to future work.

Figure 4 shows the Henshin rule for checking UML model smell No Specification. The pattern to be found specifies an abstract UML class (on the left) that is not specialized by a non-abstract UML class (on the right). Please note that parts of the pattern that are not allowed to be found are tagged with forbid. Additionally, parameter modelElementName is
set by each pattern match to return model element instances participating in the identified model smell.

Figure 5 shows the application of the EMF Smell checking component on our example UML class model. The smell checking process can be triggered from within the context menu of the corresponding model file. Four smells have been found in the example model: There are two equally named classes Person while abstract class CompanyObject has no (direct) concrete subclass. Furthermore, attribute horsepower of class Vehicle is redefined by attribute power of class Car\(^1\). Like in EMF Metrics, model smells found are presented in a special view.

4.3 EMF Refactor

The third model quality assurance tool, EMF Refactor [Ref], is a new Eclipse incubation project in the Eclipse Modeling Project consisting of three main components. Besides a code generation module and a refactoring application module, it comes along with a suite

\(^1\)This fact is not visible in the graphical view!
of predefined EMF model refactorings for UML and Ecore models. \footnote{Of course, \textit{EMF Metrics} and \textit{EMF Smell} shall also come along with suites of predefined metrics and smells, respectively, in future.}

Since the application module uses the Eclipse Language Toolkit (LTK) technology \cite{LTK}, a refactoring specification requires up to three parts, implemented in Java and maybe generated from model transformation specifications, that have to be defined. They reflect a primary application check for a selected refactoring without input parameter, a second one with parameters and the proper refactoring execution.

![Figure 6: Henshin rule for executing UML model refactoring \textit{Insert Subclass}](image)

Figure 6 shows the Henshin rule for executing UML model refactoring \textit{Insert Subclass}. The invocation context is given by node \textit{selectedEObject} of type \textit{Class}. The rule inserts a new non-abstract class named \textit{classname} to the same package owning the selected class. Furthermore, the newly created class becomes a specialization of the selected class.

\textit{EMF Refactor} provides two ways to configure the set of model refactorings. First, so-called refactoring groups are set up in order to arrange model refactorings for one modeling language. Second, these groups can be referenced by a specific Eclipse project to address project-specific needs.

![Figure 7: UML model refactoring \textit{Insert Subclass} with parameter input](image)

The application of a model refactoring mirrors the three-fold specification of refactorings based on LTK. After specifying a trigger model element such as class \textit{Vehicle} in Figure 7, refactoring-specific initial conditions are checked. Then, the user has to set all parameters, for example the name of the new subclass in our \textit{Insert Subclass} refactoring. \textit{EMF Refactor} checks whether the user input does not violate further conditions. In case of erroneous parameters a detailed error message is shown. In our concrete example, it is checked whether the package owning the selected class already owns an element with the specified
name. If the final check has passed, EMF Refactor provides a preview of the changes that will be performed by the refactoring using EMF Compare as shown in Figure 8. Last but not least, these changes can be committed and the refactoring can take place.

Currently, EMF Refactor supports refactoring invocation from within three different kinds of editors: tree-based EMF instance editors (like in Figure 7), graphical model editors generated by Eclipse GMF (Graphical Modeling Framework), and textual model editors used by Xtext.

![Figure 8: EMF Compare preview dialog of UML model refactoring Insert Subclass](image)

5 Related work

Software quality assurance is concerned with software engineering processes and methods used to ensure quality. The quality of the development process itself can be certified by ISO 9000. CMMI [CMM] can help to improve existing processes. Considering the quality of a software product instead, the ISO/IEC 9126 standard lists a number of quality characteristics concerning functionality, reliability, usability, etc. Since models become primary artifacts in model-based software development, the quality of a software product directly leads back to the quality of corresponding software models.

There is already quite some literature on quality assurance techniques for software models available, often lifted from corresponding techniques for code. Most of the model quality assurance techniques have been developed for UML models. Classical techniques such as software metrics, code smells and code refactorings have been lifted to models, especially to class models. Model metrics have been developed in e.g. [GPC05] and model smells as well as model refactoring are presented in e.g. [SPLTJ01, MB08, Por03, MTR07, PP07]. In [Amb02], Ambler transferred the idea of programming guidelines to UML models.
Since EMF has evolved to a well-known and widely used modeling technology, it is worthwhile to provide model quality assurance tools for this technology. There are further tools for the specification of EMF model refactorings around as e.g. the Epsilon Wizard Language [KPPR07]. We compare our approach with other specification tools for EMF model refactorings in [AMST09]. To the best of our knowledge, related tools for metrics calculation and smells detection in EMF models are not yet available.

6 Conclusion

Since models become primary artifacts in model-based software development, model quality assurance is of increasing importance for the development of high quality software. In this paper, we present a quality assurance process for syntactical model quality being based on model metrics, model smells and model refactorings. The process can be adapted to specific project needs by first defining specific metrics, smells and refactorings and applying the tailored process to the actual models thereafter. Smell detection and model refactoring are iterated as long as a reasonable model quality has not reached.

As a next step, we plan to evaluate the proposed process as well as the presented tool-support in a bigger case study by integrating the tools in IBM’s Rational Software Architect and applying the process on a large-scale model at Siemens.

There are model smells which are difficult to describe by metrics or patterns: For example, shotgun surgery is a code smell which occurs when an application-oriented change requires changes in many different classes. This smell can be formulated also for models, but it is difficult to detect it by analyzing models. It is up to future work to develop an adequate technique for this kind of model smells.

Furthermore, future work shall take complex refactorings into account which need to be performed in the right order depending on inter-dependencies of basic refactorings. Moreover, if several modelers re-factor in parallel, it might happen that their refactorings are in conflict. In [MTR07], conflicts and dependencies of basic class model refactorings are considered and execution orders as well as conflict resolution are discussed.

As pointed out in Section 2, model consistency is not only a subject within one model but also between several models. Thus, refactorings have to be coordinated by several concurrent model transformations. A first approach to this kind of model transformations is presented in [JT09]. It is up to future work, to employ it for coordinated refactorings.
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